
Measuring the Muck:

Water quality, coastal flooding and sea level rise



There are storms
But its not just storms!



We expect it when there is a storm, right?



When it floods, it is inconvenient and hard to get around!



On land, we’re 
adapting….



Vegetation is responding

Terrestrial vegetation threatened by saltwater intrusion

Algal mats in yards



We are trying to protect our infrastructure

Flooded buildings and roads FEMA raising houses



And, we are flooding even 
when the skies are blue!



At high tide



Winds can exacerbate (or reduce) tidal flooding
Tide prediction – dynamic theory of tides for a location

Observation – what was measured

Total water guidance – includes weather

A perigean spring tide (spring tide when moon is at perigee) 
with strong northeasterly winds

Going into spring tide
No rain

Extratropical frontal storm (Nor’easter)
moving into neap tide 

LOTS of rain



Most efforts to adapt or mitigate for sea level rise have 
focused on the landward side of the picture.

Flooded buildings and roads FEMA raising houses



Let’s think about the water side now



What is going into the estuary when 
the tide returns?

Whatever was on the paved surfaces
Oil and hydrocarbons

The water rises and falls with the tide.





Litter



Trash



Everything!



How can we quantify N inputs during coastal 
flooding?

• Need it to flood
• Need to sample as floodwaters recede
• Need to sample multiple sites at the 

same time
• This will take an army!



We measured the nutrient load associated with a single 
flooding event.  How could we do it? 

• Tapped into the Citizen Science project “Capture the King”

• Use sea level rise application to track samples

• Engaged students of all ages to “Measure the Muck”

• Trained them to collect water samples while mapping



More than 200 water samples 
were collected during  each 
King Tide event to measure 
dissolved nitrogen

Tidal flooding water characterization







Using all of the data collected during the King Tide mapping 
(which was >>> than our small sampling subset), inundation 
depths were calculated by Derek Loftis at VIMS and corrected 
using Lidar data.  This allowed us to know the volume of the 

flood waters





From all of this, we can start to make calculations 
– we can interpolate if data density is great enough



volume of water on the streets x ( [NH4
+]flood water         – [NH4

+]river  )[N] in flooding water =

39,394,402 m3 ≈ 40,000,000,000 L 
of flooding water  during the King 
tide event in the  Lafayette River
based on mapping results.

≈ 185 lbs N

40,000,000,000 L x   (0.70 μM NH4
+ - 0.55 μM NH4

+ ) 

In river NH4+ is the median of post-bloom in
river surface concentrations from August and Sept

Or look at data distribution
and use a median concentration



≈ 1,602 lbs of Nitrate
≈ 1786 lbs of N total

volume of water on the streets x ( [NO3
-]flood water     – [NO3

-]river  )[N] in flooding water =

39,394,402 m3 ≈ 40,000,000,000 L 
of flooding water  during the King 
tide event in the  Lafayette River
based on mapping results.

40,000,000,000 L x   (5.9 μM NO3
- - 4.6 μM NO3

- ) 

In river NO3- is the median of post-bloom in
river surface concentrations from August and Sept



This amount equals the TN-TMDL permitted for land-based load 
allocation in a year!
- Conservative nutrient concentrations;
- Not considering organic or particulate components;
- It is the calculation for a single event



Larchmont Crescent

And a big ick 
for Enterococcus!

3 samples met 
swimmable
standards 
(106 MPN)

7 were above
24,000 MPN





Now what?  We’ve established sentinel sites to 
assess variability in loading during tidal flooding 
• Seasonal variability

• Different landscape 
prehistory

• Different land uses



What’s next?
Climate change and flooding will jeopardize coastal 

restoration efforts.  We need to adapt our efforts to reduce 
water quality impairments.


